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DISCLAIMER
The information contained in this presentation is provided by PAM Transport, Inc. (“PAM”, or the “Company”) to you solely for your reference
and may not be retransmitted or distributed to any other persons for any purpose. The information is subject to change without notice, its
accuracy is not guaranteed, has not been independently verified and it may not contain all material information concerning the Company.
The Company nor any of their respective directors makes any representation or warranty (express or implied) regarding, and assumes any
responsibility or liability for, the accuracy or completeness of, or any errors or omissions in, any information or opinions contained herein.
None of the Company or any of its respective directors, officers, employees, stockholders or affiliates nor any other person accepts any
liability (in negligence, or otherwise) whatsoever for any loss howsoever arising from any use of this presentation or its contents or otherwise
arising in connection therewith. No reliance may be placed for any purposes whatsoever on the information set forth in this presentation or
on its completeness.
PAM Transport, Inc. is a publicly traded company. Improper use of the information may subject the user to federal and state securities law
violations. This presentation does not constitute or form part of any offer or invitation for sale or subscription of or solicitation or invitation
of any offer to buy or subscribe for any securities, nor shall it or any part of it for the basis of or be relied on in connection with any contract
or commitment whatsoever.
Some of the statements contained in this presentation might be considered forward-looking statements. These statements identify
prospective information. Forward-looking statements can be identified by words such as: "expect," "anticipate," "intend," "plan," "goal,”
"seek," "believe," "project," "estimate," "future," "likely," "may," "should" and similar references to future periods. Forward-looking
statements are based on information available at the time and/or management's good faith belief with respect to future events, and are
subject to risks and uncertainties that could cause actual performance or results to differ materially from those expressed in the statements.
These forward-looking statements are subject to a number of factors that may cause actual results to differ materially from the expectations
described. Additional information about the factors that may adversely affect these forward-looking statements is contained in the
Company's reports and filings with the Securities and Exchange Commission. The Company assumes no obligation to update forward-looking
statements to reflect actual results, changes in assumptions or changes in other factors affecting forward looking information except to the
extent required by applicable securities laws.

Company Presenters
Joe Vitiritto – Director, President & CEO
Has served as President and Chief Executive Officer since August 2020. Prior to his employment with
the Company, Mr. Vitiritto served as Senior Vice President of Pricing and Network Design for KnightSwift Transportation Holdings, Inc. (“Knight-Swift”) since May 2019. Prior to assuming that role, Mr.
Vitiritto served in various managerial capacities for Knight-Swift and its predecessor, Knight
Transportation, Inc., beginning in 2003, including most recently as Senior Vice President of Operations
– Swift Transition Team and Senior Vice President of Human Resources.

Allen West – Chief Financial Officer
Has served as Vice President of Finance, Chief Financial Officer, Secretary and Treasurer since June
2013. Mr. West served as Vice President of Tax and Financial Reporting of PTSI from 2007 to June 2013
and as Director of Tax from 1997 to 2007. Prior to joining PTSI, Mr. West served in various financerelated capacities within the trucking industry and within public accounting. He is a Certified Public
Accountant and a Chartered Global Management Accountant.
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Nasdaq: PTSI
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Founded in 1980
2,000 trucks (class 8)
7,000 trailers
Truckload – Dry Van
35% Automotive
40% Cross-border
50% Dedicated / quasi-dedicated

Service Offerings
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Team Expedited
Dedicated
Irregular route truckload
International cross-border
Regional / Local
Logistics
Power only

Markets
•
•
•
•
•

Consumer Products
Automotive
Retail
Manufacturing
General commodity

Key Financial Metrics
Organic Revenue Growth: 2015 – September 30, 2021 (TTM)
$636.0
$533.3
$417.1

2015

$432.9

$437.8

2016

2017

• PAM reports record
company revenue

•

PAM reports record
company revenue

• Truck age strategy
complete. Average
truck age is 1.3 years,
one of the youngest
truck fleets in the
industry

•

Severe rate pressure as
shippers take advantage
of market over capacity

• Diversity efforts within
auto sector remain
underway

•

•

Some carriers reduce fleet
size instead of reducing
rates which created needs
from shippers for
additional capacity
PAM absorbs some of this
released capacity as part
of its diversification
efforts

•

PAM reports
record
company
revenue

•

Rate pressure
continues as
contractual
commitments
are honored

2018

2019
•

•

PAM’s 9-year run of revenue
growth ends beginning late in Q3
when the United Auto Workers
instituted a 6-week strike against
our largest customer
Immigration issues cause
significant border crossing delays

$486.8

2020

2021 TTM
•

Pandemic recovery and
improvement in economic
activity

•

Shippers must pay more to
cover inflationary costs

•

PAM truckload achieves
average rate increase of
23% YOY

•

PAM logistics revenue up
83% YOY

•

Operating records each QTR

•

PAM reports record company
revenue

•

Capacity tightens as ELD mandate
takes effect

•

Shippers must pay more to secure
capacity

PAM’s three largest customers completely shut down during the
early stages of the pandemic

•

PAM achieves organic fleet growth
of 20%

Significant cost reductions implemented to counter the 30% loss
of revenue from our three largest customers

•

Recovery in Q4 results in record operating results

•
•
Source: Company filings.

$514.2
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Key Financial Metrics (continued)
110%

Adjusted Operating Ratio: 2015 – September 30, 2021 TTM
Net of FSC*

105%
100%
95%

96.6%
94.8%
92.6%

89.8%

90%

92.3%

90.7%

85.8%

85%
80%
2015

• Reports best
operating results
in the Company’s
35-year history
• Has one of the
youngest truck
and trailer fleet in
the industry as
truck cycle strategy
complete and
trailer strategy
cycle 90%
complete.
• Finished the year
with an operating
ratio below 90%
for the first time
since 2002

2016

2017

• Over capacity - across the board rate pressure
intensifies
• PAM capitalizes on opportunity to build new
relationships from voids created by carriers
rejecting key shipper lanes

2018

2019 (1)

•

•

• Buy-in with new customers at under-market
rates for diversification and future revenue
growth opportunities
• Average Company trailer age now at target age
of 3.5 years old
•

Capacity shortage allows for rate increases to customers

•

Push to grow manned truck fleet by 20% achieved

•

Truckload division operates at sub-90% O/R during last
half of the year

•

UAW strike late in
the year upends an
otherwise recordsetting pace
Mexico border
agents pulled away
from the border to
handle the
immigration
problems in border
towns which
disrupted and
delayed cross-border
operations for weeks
Diversification plan
continues

2020

•

•

•

Record first
quarter operating
results reverse
amid customer
COVID-19 closures
Unable to empty
loaded trailers as
customers close
Strong finish for
the year with
record Q4
operating results

2021 TTM

•

Economy sharply
strengthens

•

Capacity shortage

•

Strong rate
environment

•

Driver shortage
intensifies

•

PAM truckload
division achieves
77.9% O/R in Q3

•

Record operating
results reported
for each
sequential quarter

*Operating ratio calculated based upon total adjusted operating expenses, net of fuel surcharge, as a percentage of revenue, before fuel surcharge (see Appendix)
(1) Excludes $19.9 million lawsuit settlement (see Appendix)
TTM represents results beginning on October 1, 2020 through September 30, 2021
Source: Company filings.
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Future Growth
US / Mexico
• 150 annual truck growth strategy as part of our path to $1 billion in consolidated revenue by EOY 2025
• Revenue strategy includes plan to double asset-light revenue to $400M by EOY 2025
• Continue to diversify with non-auto customers while also growing strategically within the automotive sector
• Continue to grow operations and sales staff in Mexico
• Acquire additional properties on the border
• B1 visa driver program
• Strong reputation among cross-border customers and carrier partners

Continue to increase customer awareness regarding service capabilities
• 25+ years catering to Automotive - one of the most demanding JIT industries in existence with HIGH penalties for failure
• This culture translates to unparalleled service capabilities applicable to all service sensitive shipper segments
• Full array of service offerings

One of the newest fleets in the industry
• Attractive to drivers
• Increases dependability with customers
• Reduced costs in fuel/maintenance
• Higher resale/trade back value
• Attractive to Leasing program
7

Operating and Financial Information

THE Cross Border Carrier
Revenue Mix

Crossborder
41%
U.S.
59%

Services / Presence

Positioned for continued success in Mexico

• Full suite of transportation services for freight traveling to
and from all major Mexican markets

• Leading U.S. trucking company in port of Laredo border
crossings / day

• Two large cross-dock facilities located in Laredo, TX

• PAM completes 400+ border crossings/day at the port of
Laredo

• Interchange with 40+ Mexican Carrier Partners
• Network configured for manufacturer supply chains
• Significant B1 driver presence

• Acquiring terminal / yard facilities in Nuevo Laredo
• Full-service terminal and maintenance facility in Laredo
• 1400+ trailers in the interior of Mexico

Source: Company filings.
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Our Approach to the Driver Shortage
Dedicated business
High-density traffic lanes
Heavy emphasis on bringing new drivers into the industry
B1 Driver Program allows PAM to recruit drivers from Mexico allowing additional sourcing of driver capacity
Driver career path that allows a driver to enter the industry, gain experience in largely dedicated lanes, and evolve to be a
business owner through our very favorable Lease to Own program
• New equipment fleet provides safety, comfort, and reliability to driving professionals
•
•
•
•
•

Source: Company filings.
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Operating Performance
(Dollars in Millions, except Per Share Data)

Source: Company filings.
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Select Statements of Operations Data

Source: Company filings.
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Select Balance Sheet Data

Source: Company filings.
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Reconciliation of Non-GAAP Measures
This presentation includes certain non-U.S. generally accepted accounting principles (GAAP) financial measures and adjustments.
Presented are adjusted operating income, adjusted diluted earnings per share, and adjusted operating ratio. Operating income,
diluted earnings per share, and operating ratio are adjusted in the years 2017 and 2019 to eliminate the impact of certain items
that we do not consider indicative of our ongoing operating performance, including the impact of a $19.9 million pre-tax litigation
charge, or $1.33 per diluted share, recorded in the fourth quarter 2019. The calculation of these measures, and a reconciliation to
previously reported comparable measures calculated in accordance with U.S. GAAP is shown in the accompanying Appendix. The
Company believes that this information, when used in conjunction with information presented in accordance with U.S. GAAP, can
facilitate a better understanding of the impact of various factors and trends on the Company’s financial condition and results of
operations. The Company believes that this information should be used in conjunction with the Company’s Quarterly Report on
Form 10-Q for the quarter ended September 30, 2021, and previously filed public financial reports.
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Appendix

Source: Company filings.
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